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Abstract   

Imagine driving cell ac.vi.es to treat cancer simply by using tailored magne.c fields. Many relevant 
physiological processes, such as: the regula.on of produc.on of reac.ve oxygen species; the up- and 
down-regula.on of cell prolifera.on; stem-cell regenera.on; cell mo.lity; microtubule polymeriza.on; cell 
glycolysis; phosphoryla.on; methyla.on; ion channel func.oning; wound healing; DNA repair; and cellular 
respira.on were all demonstrated to be controlled by weak magne.c fields (with a strength on the order 
of that produced by your cell phone), very likely via the electron quantum property of “spin”. Research has 
not been able to track spin states to manipulate physiological outcomes in vivo and in real .me, without 
which the poten.al game-changing clinical benefits of “Quantum Biology” cannot be realized.  
 
With novel quantum instrumenta4on, we are learning to control spin states in cells and 4ssues, having 
as a goal to write the “codebook” on how to determinis4cally alter physiology with weak magne4c fields 
to therapeu4c advantage. In the long-term, the electromagne.c fine-tuning of endogenous quantum 
proper.es of biomaNer will enable the development of therapeu.c devices that could heal the human 
body — in a way that doesn’t require gene.c engineering, is non-invasive, remotely actuated, and easily 
accessible by anyone with a mobile phone. 
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